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the 2000 series thinkpads have a three pin molex to sata cable jumpered across the
side of the logic board. if you have a 2000 series thinkpad, you can unplug the cable

and it will disable the 3 pin molex. this library enables sata ii support for the
x50/s40 on the x61/t60/r61/x300 series thinkpads. note that in order to flash this

bios, it is required to solder the tl-sfp socket to the motherboard first. the
x60/t60/r60/x300 is a series of thinkpad laptops designed by lenovo. they are a bit

older than the x70 and x80 series and the newer x1 series thinkpads. all these
thinkpads are able to have sata ii ssds installed. however, the bios needs some tlc
to allow for such feature. the t530 is one of the more elite thinkpads in terms of
performance and build quality. this laptop has both an onboard and an external
serial flash unit to its motherboard. however, it does have a bios security feature
that causes it to boot in safe mode if the wlan isn’t turned on. the thinkpad x70

series is more than just a refresh of the x60 series. this series has 2 different bios
chips, one for the x60 and one for the x70. this allows for the possibility of moving
forward and backwards in the bios unlock implementation. the e-m1 is a great all
around laptop. it has a good range of ports and a great battery life. the limiting

factor for its usefulness is that its only lan port is a 10/100 but its cpu has a wlan
antenna. a user on notebookreview named'middleton' made these alternative
bioses to enable sata ii on certain thinkpad models (x61/t61/r61/x300). these

thinkpads are limited to sata i in their bios even though the hardware is capable of
sata ii. this causes a huge drawback for anyone wishing to use ssds, because it

restricts them to much slower speeds.
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note that for the g570 users, the bios will be flashed using the provided hardware tool. the flash
method itself is trivial to learn, and will only take a few hours to complete. the main steps are: 1. get

a blank usb flash drive. 2. download the bios file from either the github or this blog. 3. use
unetbootin to create a bootable usb flash drive. 4. boot to the usb flash drive and use the provided
tool. 5. the tool will let you know you have the right files downloaded. 6. reboot the machine and

wait for the machine to reboot into the bios screen. 7. use the provided tool to flash the bios. 8. the
machine will automatically restart into the bios again. 9. press esc to bring up the boot menu, then

press f12. 10. press enter to boot from usb. 11. the boot menu should automatically display the linux
boot option. 12. 13. the linux boot option will automatically be displayed in the boot menu. 14. press
enter to boot into linux. 15. you're done! right now it's actually disabled. if you have a bios that has

the option in the menu, the easiest thing to do is to just change the option to on if you wish to
enable it. the workaround is not ideal, but i feel it's the only way to do it. is that ok? i have a lenovo
g570 laptop and i would like to use the built-in bluetooth module in the laptop. as it is, the bluetooth

module does not work in ubuntu. i have tried googling for solutions, and there are a number of
reports of the bluetooth module not working. the most common solution seems to be modifying the
bootloader (and i have done that). however, i do not have a copy of the original bootloader, nor the
backup that i did. i do have the original bios. i can also make a flash of the bios to see if that fixes
the problem, but i am not entirely sure if that is the right thing to do. does anyone know if it is safe

to do so? 5ec8ef588b
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